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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW:   TEAM CHINA 
    LI HAOTONG & WU ASHUN     
26 November 2016  
 

 

 

Q.  Guys, how was that out there today?  

 

WU ASHUN:  Yeah, we have some trouble from beginning but we are very, played very 

good after that.  

 

LI HAOTONG:  Very good at recover.  We had horrible start, you know.  Yeah, I had so 

many bad shots today and I check to see my putter play very well and very stable.  That's 

why we're still shot even par.  So we need to do some work, we need to do some work. 

 

Q.  Tomorrow obviously four-balls, back to four-balls.  Do you have attack in your 

mind or are you just going to stick to your game?  

 

WU ASHUN:  For sure it's attack in mind because nothing to lose, you know.  Already 

behind a lot shot, so we just play and make a birdie.  Yeah, I think we can do that, yeah.  

 

Q.  After that first two holes, what was on your minds and what were you saying to 

each other? 

 

LI HAOTONG:  I think we're just kind of really relaxed because nothing can worse that, you 

know, worse than that.  So it's really worst start.  But we make couple birdies in a row and 

good comeback and good recover.  So I think looking forward for tomorrow. 

 

Q.  Ashun, after double bogey, bogey, did you say anything to your partner to try to 

calm down the team? 

 

WU ASHUN:  Yeah, yeah, we talked a little bit, when two holes finish, we start not very 

good.  So we say let's go, new tournament right now, new hole right now.  Nothing can be 

worse after two hole really.  So today the bad shot was done really and we have a lot of 

hole, a lot of chance still and just play simple golf and make some birdie, that's it. 

 

Q.  Do you think it's better for you to be in the second-last group tomorrow?   

 

LI HAOTONG:  Right, it's going to be way less pressure and especially I already played six 

weeks in a row and my body was real tired actually.  Just keep simple and try my best. 

 

Q.  Do you think five-shot lead into the four-ball, is it too big a lead or what are you 

thinking? 
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LI HAOTONG:  I think it's really big lead actually, especially for four-balls because 

everybody going to shoot low score and especially they are really good.  So I think just try 

our best and see what's going on. 

 

Q.  Ashun, do you feel like after playing on Kingston Heath for a few days now you are 

knowing the golf course better, knowing the greens better that maybe tomorrow can 

be a really low round for China?  

 

WU ASHUN:  Yeah, I think we really know the golf course right now and also wind and 

temperature.  The couple day was same wind, same weather and I think my partner, he's a 

good player to play the four-balls and yeah, I think we can play tomorrow a good score and 

make a lot of birdie tomorrow. 
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